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a b s t r a c t
New generation biomaterials for bone regeneration should be highly bioactive, resorbable and mechanically strong. Mesoporous bioactive glass (MBG), a novel bioactive material, has been used to study bone
regeneration due to its excellent bioactivity, degradation and drug delivery ability, however, the construction of three-dimensional (3-D) MBG scaffolds (as for other bioactive inorganic scaffolds) for bone
regeneration remains a signiﬁcant challenge due to their inherent brittleness and low strength. In this
brief communication we report a new facile method to prepare hierarchical and multifunctional MBG
scaffolds with a controllable pore architecture, excellent mechanical strength and mineralization ability
for application in bone regeneration by a modiﬁed 3-D printing technique using polyvinylalcohol (PVA)
as a binder. The method provides a new way to solve commonly existing issues for inorganic scaffold
materials, for example, uncontrollable pore architectures, low strength, high brittleness and the requirement for a second sintering at high temperature. The 3-D printed MBG scaffolds obtained possess a high
mechanical strength about 200 times that of traditional polyurethane foam templated MBG scaffolds.
They have a highly controllable pore architecture, excellent apatite mineralization ability and sustained
drug delivery properties. Our study indicates that 3-D printed MBG scaffolds may be an excellent candidate for bone regeneration.
Ó 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
New generation biomaterials for bone regeneration should be
highly bioactive (enabling good tissue growth), resorbable and
mechanically strong [1]. Bioactive inorganic materials, such as
hydroxyapatite (HAp) [2], b-tricalcium phosphate (b-TCP), and bioactive glasses, have been designed as three-dimensional (3-D) porous scaffolds for bone regeneration due to their excellent
osteoconductivity, however, their inherent brittleness and generally low mechanical strength (of porous specimens) are major disadvantages in developing 3-D scaffolds, limiting their clinical
application [3–6]. Traditionally, polyurethane foam templating,
porogen created pores and gas foaming are the main methods to
prepare porous bioceramic and bioactive glass scaffolds. Although
polyurethane foam templating and gas foaming are able to create
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highly interconnective pores, the mechanical strength of the prepared porous scaffolds is low [7–9]. Porogen-based methods can
produce porous scaffolds with higher mechanical strength,
however, the pores are not always interconnected [10]. In addition,
with these traditional methods it is difﬁcult to control the pore
morphology, pore size and overall porosity of the scaffolds.
Another issue is that the present bioactive ceramic and glass scaffolds are quite brittle and not easy to handle. Ceramic particles can
be released in the process of handling and implantation, which
may be detrimental to cells and tissues [11,12]. To better control
the pore morphology, pore size and porosity a 3-D plotting technique (also called direct writing or printing) has been developed
to prepare porous scaffolds in recent years [13–15]. The signiﬁcant
advantage of this technique is that the architectures of the scaffolds can be concisely controlled by layer by layer plotting under
mild conditions. Recently, HAp and b-TCP ceramic scaffolds with
controllable pore structures and improved mechanical strengths
have been prepared by this method, however, they require a second sintering process at high temperature after the plotting and
the ceramic scaffolds obtained are still brittle [16–18].
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Mesoporous bioactive glass (MBG) has a highly ordered mesopore channel structure with pore sizes ranging from 5 to 20 nm
[19]. Compared with non-mesopore bioactive glass, MBG possesses
a more optimal surface area and pore volume, evident as a greatly
enhanced drug delivery capability, in vitro apatite mineralization
and suitable degradation behavior [19–22]. For this reason MBG
has received much attention for applications in bone tissue engineering [7,22–25]. We have recently shown that MBG scaffolds
prepared by the polyurethane foam template method can support
cell adhesion, however, the MBG scaffolds prepared by this method
are quite brittle and the mechanical strength is low [7]. Yun et al.
[26] and García et al. [27] prepared hierarchical 3-D porous MBG
scaffolds using a combination of sol–gel, double polymer template
and rapid prototyping techniques,. In their study they mixed a
MBG gel with methylcellulose, followed by printing then sintering
at 500–700 °C to remove the polymer templates and obtain the
MBG scaffolds. This method for preparing MBG scaffolds is inconvenient, because of the need for methylcellulose and the additional
sintering procedure. Although the MBG scaffolds obtained had uniform pore structures, they were still brittle and not easy to handle.
In addition, the mechanical strength of the MBG scaffolds obtained,
although unknown, is speculated to be low as the scaffolds were
sintered at low temperature at only 500–700 °C. Furthermore,
the incorporation of methylcellulose created some micropores
with diameters of several micrometers, which will further decrease
the mechanical strength of those MBG scaffolds.
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Fig. 1. Photograph showing the injectable MBG paste composed of MBG powder
and aqueous PVA solution (15 wt.%). The weight ratio of MBG powder and PVA
solution is 1:1.1. The ﬁnal dry weight of MBG in the obtained scaffolds is 86%, and
PVA 14%. PVA is used to bind the MBG powder to form stable 3-D scaffolds.

Fig. 2. MBG scaffolds, pore morphology and microstructure. (a) MBG scaffolds produced by 3-D printing of different sizes, shapes and morphologies. (b–d) MBG scaffolds with
different pore sizes varying from (b) 1307 ± 40, to (c) 1001 ± 48, to (d) 624 ± 40 lm. (d–f) MBG scaffolds with different pore morphologies. (g) Pore morphology of the bottom
side of the MBG scaffolds. The pores on the bottom side remain open. (h) SEM image of the microstructure of pore walls. (i) TEM micrographs demonstrating the well-ordered
mesopore channel structure of the pore walls in the scaffolds. The size of the mesopore channel is about 5 nm. The 3-D printed scaffolds obtained have controllable large
pores (from several hundred micrometers to more than a millimeter) for cell seeding and tissue in-growth and nanopores (5 nm) suitable for drug loading and delivery.
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